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ABSTRACT 
The Indonesian nation is a nation that has a diversity of religions, ethnicities, races, cultures, customs and traditions that 
are spread throughout Indonesia. Indonesia's diversity is a wealth as well as a blessing that must be maintained and 
preserved for the Indonesian people. The tepung tawar tradition is a tradition carried out by the Sambas Malay 
community, especially in the Semparuk sub-district, Sambas district. Many people know and even follow this tradition, 
but are not fully aware of the values of local wisdom contained in it. Therefore, this study aims to determine the 
implementation and values of local wisdom in the tradition of tepung tawar in Semparuk sub-district, Sambas district. 
This research uses descriptive research with a qualitative approach. The data analysis technique used is inductive which 
consists of three activities, namely data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion drawing. The results showed that 
the implementation of the tepung tawar tradition went through the preparation stage, implementation stage, and post-
implementation stage. The values of local wisdom in the tepung tawar tradition are the value of mutual cooperation, 
religious value, and the value of unity. Local wisdom shows the local cultural identity of the community and can then be 
developed for the welfare of the community. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Indonesian country is a country that has a 
diversity of religions, ethnicities, races, cultures, customs 
and traditions which are spread at some point of the 
territory of Indonesia. Indonesia's diversity is a wealth as 
well as a blessing that must be maintained and preserved 
for the Indonesian people. Every tribe basically has 
extraordinary customs, traditions, customs, and cultures 
[1]. The Indonesian nation, with its various styles, forms 
and characteristics of regional culture which has various 
potentials for the development of its cultural values is a 
source of national wealth [2]. The diversity of race, 
ethnicity, language, culture, and religion is a characteristic 
and advantage of the Indonesian nation that distinguishes 
it from other nations [3]. Research conducted by Alunaza 
states that the cultural diversity possessed by the 
Indonesian state certainly has many positive sides, one of 
which is that Indonesia can be known in the international 
community through its very rich and diverse culture [4]. 
Therefore, with the diversity that Indonesia has, it can be 
a strength for the Indonesian nation. Research performed 
by Basyari states that the values contained in a subculture 
can maintain social integrity and cultural protection as a 
manifestation of the social and cultural identity of the 
network [5]. Therefore, the diversity of cultures and 

traditions that exist in Indonesia which has moral values, 
ethics, and norms should be maintained and preserved. 
Awareness to maintain, maintain, and develop cultural 
values reflects the noble values and wealth of the 
Indonesian nation as a form of concern for the 
sustainability of the nation's original culture.  

Value is an idea that is learned/implanted from an early 
age [6]. value is an concept, a idea, approximately some 
thing that is considered vital in existence [7]. Darmadi said 
that cost is some thing that has exact fee according to the 
standards of good judgment (right-wrong), aesthetics 
(exact-bad), ethics (honest/honest-unfair), religion (sin 
and haram-halal) as well as being a reference and 
primarily based on notion systems self and existence [8]. 
Value is also a thought that a person has on something that 
is considered important so that it can change someone's 
behavior which is good/bad. Values are abstract and 
indicate the quality of something that has good intentions 
and benefits everyone. Value is usually placed on 
something that is explicit and implicit in facts, concepts, 
or theories so that it can be functionally meaningful [9]. 
Values are beliefs that emerge as the basis for someone or 
organization of humans to select their moves or choose 
something this is significant for his or her lives [10]. 
Adisusilo explained that values will always be related to 
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goodness, virtue, and nobility and will become something 
that is appreciated and upheld and pursued by someone so 
that he feels like a real human being [11]. In line with this, 
Idawati & Setiawan explain that value is something that 
gives meaning to life, which provides a reference, starting 
point and purpose of life [12]. Therefore, the value 
becomes something that is upheld, which can color and 
animate one's actions. 

The values contained in a tradition can be a guide for 
behaving and interacting in society so as to provide 
strength in managing or preserving culture. The attitudes 
and behavior of the people who are traditional, because 
they are based on values that are believed to be true, are a 
manifestation of local wisdom.  As stated by Syarifuddin 
that values can distinguish between humans in society and 
other creatures, because values can be used as a reference 
to achieve a higher quality life [13]. Sepinggan Village is 
one of the areas in West Kalimantan Province which has 
cultural arts and customs that are still thick, original, and 
well preserved. art, culture and customs, one of which is 
the tradition of tepung tawar. However, in the 
implementation of the tepung tawar tradition, most people 
who do it do not understand the meanings of what local 
wisdom is contained in it, they just participate in its 
implementation without knowing the meanings of the 
local wisdom. 

The tradition of tepung tawar as local wisdom that has 
local know-how values that should be regarded and 
preserved. local wisdom is identified as values and 
practices adopted by means of the network [14]. 
Kristiyanto defined that nearby expertise is a conventional 
know-how that will become a reference for conduct and 
has been finished from generation to era in meeting the 
wishes and demanding situations in the life of a society 
[15]. Local wisdom features and is significant in society 
both for preserving natural and human sources, customs 
and subculture, in addition to for the lifestyles of the 
nation and country. Local awareness is a noble cost that 
can be implemented inside the implementation of network 
existence to defend and manipulate the environment. 
Local wisdom involves patterns of relationships among 
human beings and God, humans and fellow human beings, 
and human beings and their bodily environment [16]. 

Local wisdom is vital to stay with the college and 
engage with all rookies [17]. Local wisdom is carefully 
related to a kingdom as Wibowo asserts that local wisdom 
is the cultural identification or persona of a nation that 
reasons the country with a view to take in, and be capable 
of manage the tradition that comes from the outside of the 
kingdom into its own character and potential [18]. Of 
course, to absorb the culture so that it becomes a character 
and behavior adapted to the personality and outlook on life 
of the Indonesian people. Forms of neighborhood 
awareness are spiritual concord inside the shape of social 

practices based on expertise from way of life whilst 
varieties of nearby information in society can be inside the 
shape of tradition (values, norms, ethics, beliefs, customs, 
commonplace regulation and special policies) [19]. 
According to Sumardjoko, local wisdom is the values that 
live in the community, which are believed to be true and 
become a reference in the daily behavior of the local 
community [20]. The shape of local wisdom in society can 
be inside the shape of a understanding device, fee system, 
social, and way of life. This is contemplated inside the 
management of the surroundings, customs, and cultural 
artifacts which includes assets guidelines, materials and 
architecture of houses, styles of clothing, furnishings, and 
ceremonies [21]. The traits of local wisdom in step with 
Wagiran are (1) local wisdom looks easy, but is frequently 
complex, comprehensive, and various; (2) due to the fact 
it's miles tailored to neighborhood, cultural, and 
environmental conditions; (3) dynamic and bendy; (4) it 
is tailored to the desires of the area people; (five) this is 
adjusted to the nice and amount of to be had assets; and 
(6) it copes properly with change [22]. 

Based totally on the rationale that has been given, 
researchers are inquisitive about inspecting the values of 
neighborhood wisdom contained inside the subculture of 
tepung tawar in Sepinggan Village, Semparuk District, 
Sambas Regency, West Kalimantan. The reason of this 
look at turned into to determine the implementation of the 
tepung tawar culture inside the village of Sepinggan, 
Semparuk sub-district, Sambas district, West Kalimantan 
and to find out the values of neighborhood knowledge in 
the obvious flour tradition. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 The Study of Value   

Value is an idea that is learned/instilled early on [23]. 
Value is also a thought that a person has on something that 
is considered important so that it can change someone's 
behavior which is good/bad. Value is something in the 
form of abstract, which has value and is characterized by 
something whose characteristics can be seen from a 
person's behavior, which has a relationship with facts, 
actions, norms, morals, and beliefs [24]. In line with this, 
Muhmidayeli explained that value is a picture of 
something beautiful, enchanting, amazing, which makes 
us happy and happy and is something that makes someone 
want to have it [25]. In addition, Khuriyah, Utaya & Sapto 
explained that value is something that gives meaning to 
life, guidance, starting point and purpose of life [26].  

Values become guidelines that are believed by a 
person in living his life. Values are ideals that come to be 
the idea for a person or group of human beings to select 
their movements or decide some thing significant for his 
or her lives [27]. Values will always be related to 
goodness, virtue, and nobility and will be something that 
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is appreciated and upheld and pursued by someone so that 
he feels like a real human being. Values will give meaning 
to life, which provide a reference, starting point and 
purpose of life. Therefore, the value becomes something 
that is upheld, which can color and animate one's actions. 

2.2 Study of Local Wisdom 

Local wisdom is one form of regional superiority [28]. 
Local wisdom is a culture or tradition that is produced 
through the process of human thought to adjust its 
existence in the natural environment which can be realized 
in a real work [29]. In fashionable, local understanding 
emerges thru inner strategies and lasts a long term which 
is the end result of interplay between humans and their 
environment. This lengthy evolutionary manner will result 
in the emergence of a value system that crystallizes within 
the form of standard regulation, beliefs and nearby 
culture. consequently, in essence local information is a 
norm adopted in society that is trusted and becomes a 
reference in normal lifestyles [30]. 

Saihu & Mailana said that nearby know-how is an 
attempt made through people by means of using their 
minds to behave and behave towards an item or event that 
occurs in a sure space [31]. local wisdom is primary 
expertise obtained from living in stability with nature, this 
is associated with tradition in society that is gathered and 
inherited [32]. neighborhood knowledge in step with 
Alfian is defined as a view of existence and expertise and 
existence techniques within the shape of activities finished 
by using neighborhood groups in meeting their desires 
[33].   

Local wisdom is recognized as values and practices 
adopted by the community [34]. Kristiyanto defined that 
nearby understanding is a traditional expertise that turns 
into a reference for behavior and has been finished from 
generation to generation in meeting the desires and 
challenges in the life of a society [35]. nearby awareness 
features and is meaningful in society each for retaining 
natural and human sources, customs and way of life, as 
well as for the lifestyles of the country and kingdom. 
neighborhood knowledge is a noble cost that can be 
carried out within the implementation of community life 
to defend and manage the surroundings. Furthermore, the 
local wisdom of the Indonesian people reflects the 
relationship between God, humans, and the universe [36]. 
Eko & Putranto revealed that neighborhood information 
has its very own depth and splendor in revealing the fact 
of relationships consisting of the connection with God or 
what's known as the idea of the Almighty, relationships 
with fellow human beings and the way to live together 
[36]. 

Local wisdom can be seen from two perspectives 
according to Lawrence, namely: (1) extreme 
acculturation, namely showing imitation forms of a 

culture without any process of cultural evolution and 
ultimately destroying traditional cultural forms; (2) 
acculturation that is not extreme, namely acculturation 
that still leaves and shows local genius [37]. Namely, the 
existence of traditional elements or characteristics that are 
able to survive and even have the ability to accommodate 
cultural elements from outside and integrate them into the 
original culture. 

2.3 The Study of the Tradition of Tepung Tawar   

Society is always present with various values, culture, 
customs and traditions in it [38]. Therefore, society and 
culture are reciprocal. There are many forms of culture, 
customs, and traditions that are embraced by every 
community group in Indonesia, even within the same 
ethnic group there will be differences in traditions and 
culture. Tradition is a hereditary custom that comes from 
ancestors that is still carried out in the community [39]. 
Tradition can be interpreted as an activity that has been 
carried out for a long term and is part of the life of a 
community group. Tradition contains ideas, wisdom, 
knowledge, skills that are preserved from generation to 
generation that are continuous with the past [40]. 
Tradition is the spirit of a culture, and with a cultural 
system the tradition will be strong [41]. Traditions or 
cultures that exist in Indonesia are born from ancestors 
with diverse histories and beliefs and feature unique 
cultural values in each place [42]. Tradition has a precise 
goal to achieve through virtue, and supernatural goodness 
becomes the true measure, and tradition is an effort to 
fight individual arbitrariness [43]. 

Tepung tawar is a procession and symbolic (artifact) 
passed down from predecessors to the next generation 
until now. The procession of Tepung tawar is a culture 
that is the result of human work, initiative, and taste [44]. 
The tepung tawar tradition is one that uses biodiversity for 
various purposes, traditional medicine, planting cycle 
rituals, housewarming rituals, and other transitional rituals 
[45]. The tradition of tepung tawar is a symbol of seeking 
safety for what has been owned or cultivated. Safety of 
possessions such as the birth of a child so as not to get 
sick, or safety from being disturbed by spirits that are 
often experienced by children when they are babies [46]. 
Socially, tepung tawar occurs with social interaction in 
the community through figures who have influence and 
important roles that are considered respected in the 
Pontianak Malay community. [47]. Based on the 
explanation that has been conveyed, the tradition of 
tepung tawar intended in this study is the tradition of 
tepung tawar done the Sambas Malay network inside the 
village of Sepinggan on the baby tepung tawar occasion. 

3. METHOD 
The technique in this research is qualitative by means 

of using descriptive studies kind. The studies was 
conducted in Sepinggan Village, Semparuk District, 
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Sambas Regency, West Kalimantan. facts have been 
collected via interview, remark, and documentation 
techniques. The validity of the records changed into 
examined by using the usage of triangulation method. 
Records analysis is inductive with tiers of statistics 
reduction, information show, conclusion and verification. 
 
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Tepung Tawar Tradition in Sepinggan Village 

The tradition of tepung tawar has its own ways with 
stages such as sprinkling water on people or objects and 
so on. The implementation of a nation's traditional 
traditions will definitely go through the processes in it. Be 
it the preparation process, the implementation process, to 
the post-implementation process. The process is 
incorporated into a procedure according to the relevant 
custom, in this case is the procedure for implementing the 
tepung tawar custom in the village of Sepinggan.  

Based on the research that has been done, the 
equipment needed in the process of implementing the 
tepung tawar tradition of Sepinggan Gelik Village 
include: (1) rice flour; (2) air tolak bala; (3) leaf juang; 
(4) intibar; (5) kebali/ gembali; (6) leaf ribu-ribu; (7) 
ayaman selimpat; (8) coconut. As for how to present the 
traditional plain flour equipment, among others: (1) Rice 
flour that has been mashed is put into a place that has been 
filled with tolak balla water, usually the place is in the 
form of a large bowl like a basin. (2) Mix and stir the rice 
flour and tolak balla water until evenly distributed, then 
collect the fighting leaves, Intibar leaves, and Kebali 
leaves into a single bundle. (3) Put the bundles of the 
leaves in a bowl containing rice flour and tolak balla water 
that comes with the coconut that has been opened on top. 

After all the traditional white flour equipment is ready, 
then before the event begins, first perform the bepapas 
ritual, this is what is meant by tepung tawar. This tepung 
tawar tradition is a traditional ritual that is carried out 
based on hereditary customs that were previously carried 
out by the Malay traditional leaders of Sepinggan Village. 
The order of the procession of the tepung tawar tradition 
is as follows: 

1. Parents and babies who will be papas are presented 
first in front of the village midwife. 

2. The village midwife began to prepare traditional 
tepung tawar utensils and then read prayers for parents 
and babies.  

3. The juang leaves, Intibar leaves and rivbu-ribu leaves 
that have been tied are dipped in rice flour which has 
been mixed with water tolak balla which is put into a 
special place to store rice flour. 

4. The village midwife will start doing bepapas by gently 
tapping the tied leaves towards the head, right shoulder 
and left shoulder, then hands and feet, this treatment is 
for parents and their babies. 

5. After the child and mother bepapas by the village 
midwife, the village midwife was passed by the 
mother. After doing the tepung tawar traditional, they 
usually go directly to the next event, which is baby hair 
clipping which is presented by invited guests who are 
in the assembly.  

6. Furthermore, the process of cutting the baby's hair is 
carried out by traditional leaders and religious leaders, 
usually more than seven people. However, before 
cutting the hair of the traditional leaders and other 
invited guests, they read the remembrance of the dzikir 
barjanji/nyerakal. The reading of the book of Barzanji 
or called nyarakal carried out by the Malay 
community of the village of Sepinggan Gelik is 
usually accompanied by various musical instruments 
such as drums and rumba. 

7. After the haircut, the baby and the parents returned to 
the house, and the invited guests continued to recite 
the sarakalan until it was finished. 

 
4.2 The Values of Local Wisdom of the Tepung Tawar 
Tradition  

4.2.1 Religius Value 

Religious values are the basis of the formation of 
religious culture, because without the cultivation of 
religious values, religious culture will not be formed [48]. 
Religious values come from religion and are able to 
penetrate into the intimacy of the soul. Religious values 
need to be instilled in a person. With the existence of 
religious values or religious values will guide humans in 
everyday life [49]. Religion is not only concerned with the 
external aspects of life but also involves the totality of the 
human person in its integration into the oneness of God. 
Religious values aim to educate people so that they are 
better according to religious guidance and always 
remember God [50]. 

In essence, the tradition of tepung tawar is to ask for 
salvation from Allah SWT. This tradition is an expression 
of gratitude to God Almighty for having been blessed with 
blessings and asking to always be given health and safety. 
The religious values contained in the white flour tradition 
are reflected in a series of events that use Islamic prayers. 
The prayers that are said are praising Allah SWT, praising 
Prophet Muhammad SAW, praying for religious safety, 
asking for health, knowledge and blessings, receiving 
mercy and forgiveness from Allah SWT in this world and 
the hereafter. It is clear that there is an acculturation of 
Islam with local wisdom found in the tepung tawar 
tradition. Acculturation of Islam with local culture is a 
shape of keeping neighborhood culture [51]. 

 
4.2.2 The value of mutual cooperation 

For the people of Indonesia, mutual cooperation is not 
a foreign term, even the majority of people in Indonesia 
feel familiar with the term. Mutual cooperation became a 
popular term during the Soekarno government or the Old 
Order period, where Sukarno introduced the idea of gotong 
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royong as an Indonesian-style togetherness value that must 
be a spirit in the life of society and the state. Even during 
Soekarno's time there was a government cabinet called the 
Gotong Royong Cabinet. Mutual cooperation is widely 
recognized as one of the values that characterizes the 
individual of the Indonesian kingdom so that within the 
philosophy of the Indonesian country, namely Pancasila, 
among others in the values of humanity, unity, 
deliberation, and social justice [52]. 

According to Soekanto, mutual cooperation is a 
traditional cooperation with feelings, sharing and mutual 
need as community sentiments [53]. Gotong royong is a 
dynamic ideology, which describes a joint attempt, a 
charity, a piece or a joint paintings, a warfare to assist every 
different [54]. The fee of gotong royong may be used 
positively in life to mobilize social cohesion in order that 
the Indonesian country is capable of face the demanding 
situations of changing instances, globalization, and various 
things that threaten humans's lives such as natural screw 
ups, social and political conflicts. The importance of 
maintaining the price of mutual cooperation inside the 
tepung tawar way of life, one in every of that is to preserve 
the traditions/customs of the network, due to the fact with 
the lifestyles of gotong royong many benefits and blessings 
are felt, which include paintings will become simpler due 
to cooperation and mutual help, can reinforce and fortify 
family members between residents, and unite residents 
from the young and old organizations in each interest. The 
procession of the tepung tawar tradition will not run 
smoothly if the people just walk alone. Gotong royong 
aims to make it easier to complete a job or a burden that is 
obtained [55].  Gotong royong is very dominant in the plain 
flour tradition because at the time of implementation, good 
mutual cooperation is needed between the family holding 
the event and the surrounding community. Gotong royong 
is a dynamic ideology, which describes a joint attempt, a 
charity, a piece or a joint paintings, a warfare to assist as a 
Malay community, the cultivation of gotong royong in the 
implementation of the white flour tradition requires a 
strong sense of solidarity. 

 
4.2.3 Unity Value 

Throughout the history of the independence of the 
Indonesian nation, it cannot be separated from the role of 
society. The role of society, especially young citizens 
today, is to inculcate Pancasila values in life. Pancasila is 
not just an ideology, but needs to be understood as the 
moral basis of the Indonesian nation. The moral basis 
which is the values and is indispensable for the civilization 
of the Indonesian nation, particularly the cost of divinity, 
the fee of humanity, the fee of solidarity, the price of 
deliberation, and the fee of justice [56]. The value of unity 
as a concept of skill in the Indonesian context means from 
understanding its substantial value as a view of the 
nation's life, namely the value of unity as a concept that 
contains noble goodness which must be applied by the 
new generation of this nation [57]. 

 

Tradition is usually intended to refer to a norm, value 
and custom that has blended for a long time until now is 
still accepted, followed and even maintained by certain 
communities [58]. As has been done by the people of the 
village of Sepinggan who are still carrying out the 
tradition of tepung tawar  as a form of embodiment of the 
preservation of noble culture. One of the values contained 
in this tepung tawar  tradition is the value of unity. The 
inculcation of the values of unity is an important part of 
the existence of the country and nation, not only to 
respect each other's differences, but the realization of its 
implementation fosters a sense of unity and unity in the 
community and creates a peaceful and peaceful life. The 
value of unity implies that the state is the embodiment of 
monodual human nature, namely as individual beings and 
social beings. This is very relevant to the heterogeneous 
condition of society, the unity of all religions, groups, 
races, and ethnicities is a demand for mutual care and 
respect for the integrity of the Republic of Indonesia.  

 
5.  CONCLUSION 

The implementation of the tepung tawar tradition in 
the village of Sepinggan as a form of cultural preservation. 
The tradition of tepung tawar deserves to be carried out in 
today's modern era. The tradition of tepung tawar has 
values that are still according with the situations of the 
network, specially the village of Sepinggan. The values of 
local wisdom within the tepung tawar subculture consist 
of spiritual values, mutual cooperation values, and the 
value of unity. 
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